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1 Assessment Overview  
 

Whether your customers are doing business on-premises, in the cloud, or in a hybrid environment, the Solution 

Assessment Program supports partner profitability and growth through shared interest in customer cloud 

migrations. This document is intended to help our Solution Assessment partners understand the processes for 

participating in the FY23 Incentives Program. 

Through the selective funding of qualified customer engagements, we will introduce customers to best 

practices, tools, resources, and partners. These partners can help them understand long-term license 

management, cost effective utilization of their deployed investments, and a clear path to reach their desired 

business strategy. 

These incentive funds are intended to encourage new customer cloud acquisition and consumption growth 

opportunities for partners who have met the Solution Assessment incentive partner eligibility requirements 

provided in this guide. 

1.1 FY23 Solution Assessment Incentive Program Guide 

This guide provides incentive policies and program rules, including: 

• Solution Assessment types 

• The Solution Assessment incentive process 

• Partner Requirements for eligibility 

• Calculation and payment expectations 

• Partner support and escalation processes 

All information presented will be treated as Microsoft confidential information and is subject to the terms of 

your Non-Disclosure Agreement (NDA) with Microsoft through your Partner Agreement. 

The information contained within this guide may be subject to change. 

Microsoft Solution Assessments are based on a set of industry standard best practices that incorporate proven 

strategies for managing and optimizing an organization's IT assets. 

Implementing these practices protects a customer’s investment by helping identify the software/hardware 

assets they have, where they are running, and if they are being used efficiently. 

These incorporate a set of programmatic business processes that provide a methodical means to the effective 

management, control, and protection of software assets within an organization. The data and insights gathered 

are used to develop specific business solutions that meet customers’ needs and help deliver solutions to meet 

their business strategies.  

Customers that implement these practices see many benefits, including:  

• Better business intelligence and control over their IT infrastructure 

• Reduced costs through effective license and infrastructure optimization 

• Increased security and lower risk of exposure  

• Improved user productivity and better cloud governance through process optimization  

As hybrid cloud solutions become more common, and with customers considering transitioning some or all 

their IT infrastructure to the cloud, it is important to have a clear understanding of the impact such changes 

may have on how they license, manage, and consume cloud usage within their environment.  
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1.2 Solution Assessment Incentives and Customer Privacy 

Customer data privacy is important to Microsoft, thus all materials collected or communicated are treated in 

accordance with the Microsoft Privacy Policy. 

Partners will not disclose any Personal Identifiable Information (PII) to Microsoft or any affiliate of Microsoft in 

connection with any assessment, except for limited information about the customer that may be reflected in 

the Letter of Engagement (LOE), or the final report delivered to the customer (if and to the extent those are 

submitted to Microsoft in connection with a request to receive any channel incentives).  

With respect to any customer data that is disclosed to Microsoft, any Microsoft affiliate, the partner will obtain 

all necessary consent from the customer and will be responsible for disclosing such customer data only to the 

extent permitted in compliance with any applicable local law.  

Globally, there are many local laws and rules that govern the type, use, and transmission of data collected from 

our customers. These regulations can be applied uniformly to a market or be focused on certain industries or 

sectors. For engagements with entities having laws or regulations preventing the consent of a customer to 

share the data and analysis in the Final Assessment Report, Solution Assessment Incentives are not available. 

1.3 Assessment Engagement Types 

The Solution Assessment Incentive Program engagement types enable partners to deliver value, be it cloud 

specific, device oriented, or security related. By helping their customers understand their deployed investments 

capabilities, this program helps customers in their transition to a modern cloud operating platform that is in 

alignment with their strategic organizational goals and objectives. 

A detailed Statement of Work (SOW) for each of these assessment types can be found in the resource links 

located in the Solution Assessment Partner Portal. Descriptions of specific activities and outcomes are provided, 

including required data collection, recommended tools, customer expectations, and final deliverables to both 

the customer and Microsoft. It’s critical you deliver to the specific expectations articulated in the SOW to be 

eligible for payment in this program. Alternatives to the defined SOWs are not eligible for this incentive 

program; however, when agreed upon by the customer and the Microsoft Solution Assessment Specialist (SAS), 

these SOWs may be modified to fit the customer opportunity.  

https://privacy.microsoft.com/en-US/
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1A
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1.4 Solution Assessment FY23 Portfolio 

Solution Assessment Incentive Program engagement types, descriptions, and resources. 

 

FY23 Assessment Portfolio: 

Assessment Name  Description 

Data & Infra Migration  
A comprehensive review of customer’s infrastructure and databases which helps the 

customer prioritizing workloads to migrate to cloud. 

Application and Database 

Modernization 

An in-depth identification and analysis of a specific application for migration to Azure 

complete with business case, architecture design, and migration plan. 

Azure Foundations/ 

Holistic Business Case  

A broad review of the customer’s estate providing cloud readiness, prioritization of 

workloads for migration to Azure, detailed cost consumption estimates, and 

recommendations for governance.  

Azure Express  

(US only) 

Provides early-stage customers with a fast data-driven analysis, and business case 

recommendation to start the move to Azure. 

Analytics Assessment  
Designed for customers who wish to modernize their analytics platform, this is a 

streamlined engagement to help customers deploy and utilize Azure Data Services. 

Azure Migration Engagement  

(US only) 
Provides customers with a high-level migration timeline and roadmap with project costs. 

Dpi 30 Assessment  

(US only)  

Helps customers understand their cloud maturity and provide steps to digitally 

transform. 

Modern Workplace 

Assessment  

Provide customers with an in-depth scan of deployed hardware and productivity 

software while evaluating security and compliance positions.  
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Cloud Security 

Assessment 

Analysis of an organization’s security posture, evaluating vulnerabilities, identity, and 

compliance risks with remediation recommendations. 

Contract Optimization 

Provides a complete view of current Microsoft deployments with recommendations for 

the right contract licensing to support customers’ business strategy. Deliverables include 

insights from legacy systems and software licensing, to how to best use current 

technology and how to make licensing decisions fit our customer’s needs. The aim is to 

maximize our customers’ technology investments to support their organization’s 

innovation and growth.  

Business Applications 

Assessment 

Fast, data-driven analysis and business case recommendation  

to move to Dynamics 365 

For more information, see the MPN Solution Assessment page. 

1.5 The FY23 Solution Assessment Program Structure 

The FY23 program will be structured on scale and impact. The outcome of all our Assessments should be to 

help our customers transform their business to a cloud-based infrastructure. Solution Assessment Incentives 

help customers achieve their business transformation through the collaboration of Microsoft and our Solution 

Assessment partners. 

Fundamentals of the Solution Assessments Incentives Program: 

Milestone 1:  

• POE will contain the Letter of Engagement (LOE) 

• Milestone 1 paid at 0% of the approved incentive level 

Milestone 2:  

• A Migration plan is now a requirement for all Assessments, with the exception of Contract Optimization 

being optional. 

• Milestone 2 POE will contain the Final Assessment Report along with a migration plan. If all the customer 

data from the Final Assessment Report is brought into the migration plan, the Assessment report is 

considered optional.  

• Milestone 2 can contain up to three more items of Assessment +Plus POE depending on the incentive level 

selected. (Landing Zone, Workshop, Proof of Concept) 

• Milestone 2 paid out at 100% of the approved incentive level  

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1A
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More information regarding the incentive process illustrated above: 

• The POE Validation Team will review and approve all POE (milestones 1 & 2). 

• Engagement will be open in CHIP for twelve (12) months from the incentive request date in CHIP.  

• Both milestones must be approved to receive the incentive payment. 

• Engagements closed as “lost” will be removed from the payout opportunity. These situations need to be 

discussed with your SAS.  

• Partners should close their opportunities as “Won” in Partner Center at the completion of the Assessment 

delivery to the customer.  

• All engagements in CHIP with an incentive request date prior to July 17th, 2022, will continue to be paid 

under the FY22 rate table.   
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1.6 Guidance on incentive levels 

The FY23 rates for Solution Assessments are associated with defined incentive levels. In the FY23 Solution 

Assessment Rate Table the Worldwide levels are A-W, only the US includes levels of X-AA. For a complete 

list of rate schedules by country, please see the Solution Assessment Incentive Rate Table under the resources 

section on the Solution Assessment Partner Portal. 

New this year: The incentive levels are not based on the market location where the work is being performed, 

the segment, and the level of partner professional services resources required to accomplish the scope of work. 

These rates are now standardized globally. 

Use of the Microsoft Assessment as a Service (MaaS): Solution Assessments has procured selected global 

suppliers to staff and operate our regional Assessment Desks. All Partners can leverage these Assessment as a 

Service suppliers to receive the benefits of consistent execution and preparation of the pre-customer review 

Final Assessment Report. All onboarded Solution Assessment Partners may also complete the execution and 

preparation of the Final Assessment Report themselves if desired. Partners doing this must complete a full 

Assessment approach starting with planning, through to data collection, data analysis, final recommendations 

and a Migration Plan customized by the customer data from the Final Assessment Report to receive the 

incentives.  

New! Assessment +Plus: New this year is the addition of Assessment +Plus options for partners to take 

advantage of additional incentives funding and expanded scope of delivery services with customers receiving 

an Assessment. The new expanded deliveries with Assessment +Plus allow partners to participate in incentives 

from $2,500 USD up to $35,000 USD for Azure related Assessments. The additional services a Partner can 

provide to a customer are: 

• Design or review Foundational Landing Zone to support a Proof of Concept (POC) or pilot 

• Conduct a Proof of Concept or pilot  

• Conduct a workshop (e.g., Cloud Adoption Framework Workshop) 

These additional customer deliverables must be identified and agreed upon in the Letter of Engagement (LOE). 

The Assessment +Plus expanded deliverables can be attached to Assessments performed by the Assessment as 

a Service Desk, or to a partner led Assessment. The Assessment +Plus deliverables can be selected singularly to 

attach to an Assessment, or in any combination of the three. At this time, it’s a requirement for an Assessment 

associated with these deliverables. The Landing Zone, Workshop, or Proof of Concept will not be funded as 

stand-alone projects. The Landing Zone review or design work scope is meant to be foundational to support a 

Proof of Concept or pilot, so a Landing Zone activity should always be included with a Proof of Concept or 

pilot.  

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1
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*X-AAare US exclusive. Check with your USSAS. 

 

The speed of delivering an engagement will not change the incentive fee associated with the engagement, 

although opportunities that have been approved for the incentive may have such approval withdrawn if the 

Assessment is not moving toward completion. The partner should make the SAS aware of any challenges 

during the Assessment that could block progress towards completion.  

The incentive rates may be adjusted at Microsoft’s discretion upon 30 days’ notice (e.g. to adjust for significant 

changes in currency exchange rates).  

IMPORTANT: Rate determination when engagements cross fiscal years 

When the opportunity is approved and submitted into CHIP, the current fiscal year rate will be locked in from 

that point in time. This date is reflected as the Incentive Request Date in CHIP. When a partner delivers a 

Solution Assessment that crosses over into the next Microsoft fiscal year, the incentive rate applied will be the 

rate at the time the incentive request was approved and submitted in CHIP.  

Landing Zone CAF Workshop Proof of Concept

A 2500 $2,500

B 5000 $5,000

D 2500 5000 $7,500

E 5000 5000 $10,000

G 2500 10000 $12,500

H 5000 10000 $15,000

K 2500 15000 $17,500

L 2500 5000 10000 $17,500

M 5000 15000 $20,000

N 5000 5000 10000 $20,000

P 2500 5000 15000 $22,500

R 5000 5000 15000 $25,000

S 2500 10000 15000 $27,500

U 5000 10000 15000 $30,000

V 2500 5000 10000 15000 $32,500

W 5000 5000 10000 15000 $35,000

Incentive

Level*

Migration Plan 

only 

Assessment with 

Migration Plan

Assessment + Plus POE

Partner fees
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1.7 Conditions of Payment 

The Proof of Execution (POE) Validation Team will provide final validation on all POE for payment. This will 

require quality, accuracy, and completeness in all POE submitted. Incomplete or alternative documentation will 

be rejected by the team and delay or possibly cancel your incentive payment.  

The following set of requirements must be fulfilled to receive incentive payout on Solution Assessments:  

• Assessment partner referral submitted by the partner through Partner Center.  

• All Solution Assessment referrals must have a Solution Assessment type.  

• The SAS will review the submitted referral and if approved, assign the appropriate incentive level to the 

opportunity, and mark the incentive “approved”. No opportunity will flow to CHIP without the SAS review 

and incentive approval. 

• Any Assessment +Plus POE will be identified up front prior to the incentive level being selected. 

• On completion of the Assessment and presentation of the final Assessment report to the customer, the 

partner must close the opportunity as “won” in Partner Center, and then must submit a POE for the final 

milestone.  

POE for Milestone 1: Letter of Engagement (LOE*) 

• The company name 

• The customer contact name who will be providing approval for the execution of the Solution Assessment 

• The Assessment type that will be delivered 

• Timelines, including start and completion date 

• Identification of any Assessment +Plus planned deliverables 

• Clear acceptance from the customer of the Assessment (e.g., customer signature, electronic signature, or 

email clearly stating acceptance) 

*In MAAS & Partner engagement model, an additional Assessment Desk LOE will be required. The Assessment Desk has the responsibility 

to acquire this from the customer. 

POE for Milestone 2: Final Solution Assessment Report/Proof of Execution of all Assessment +Plus activities  

• The company’s name 

• The customer contact name who provided acceptance  

• A final Assessment report unique to this customer opportunity and aligned to the Assessment type agreed 

upon in the LOE and approved in Partner Center  

• The Final Assessment Report must contain the minimum deliverables as prescribed in the relevant 

Assessment SOW 

• The Final Assessment Report must have a migration plan  

• Any Assessment +Plus deliverables identified in the LOE must be attached.   
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1.8 Statement of Work (SOW) 

The specific requirements for incentive payment vary by Solution Assessment engagement type, and those 

requirements are defined in the statement of work (SOW) document for each engagement type. Partners are 

required to follow and fully complete the requirements outlined in the Solution Assessment Incentive SOW to 

earn payment of the associated incentive. 

If a customer does not consent to disclose the information needed for the partner to prepare and deliver the 

requirements outlined in the SOW, that Assessment is not eligible for this incentive. 

SOW outline: 

• Scope: Contains the description and objective of the specific Assessment 

• Comprehensive data approach: Provides the partner requirements related to customer agreement 

• Deliverables: Data-driven findings on analysis, migration plan, and business case 

1.9 Completing multiple Assessments within a fiscal year 

Customers are eligible to receive multiple Assessments within a fiscal year (July 1st – June 30th) under the 

following conditions: 

• A unique Partner Center Assessment referral needs to be created 

• The assessments need to address different customer problems and provide unique recommendations and 

migration plans 

• All details of each SOW need to be fulfilled respectively 

• Each Assessment must be reviewed and approved by the SAS 

• The Assessments need to align with Microsoft’s Solution Assessment strategy 

• Customer and partner co-funding needs to be discussed along with additional investment from Microsoft 

on more than one Assessment for one customer. 

1.10 Public Sector Customers 

Many countries have restrictions in place so that partners may not earn incentives for transactions involving 

public sector customers. Check with your local SAS for questions regarding local regulations.  
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2 Partner Participation 
 

 

Microsoft sets criteria requirements for all partners requesting participation in the Solution Assessment 

Incentive Program. These criteria are written to reflect the engagement delivery requirements and customer 

value expectations and are consistent across all geographies and for all partners. 

2.1 Eligibility and Participation Criteria 

Partners with active and enrolled status in the Solution Assessment Incentive Program in FY22 will continue to 

be eligible for incentives in FY23 if they have an active MPN membership and an active Silver or Gold MPN 

competency. Partner qualifications will be reviewed for eligibility annually. If established partners do not 

accomplish eligibility and participation requirements in the current year, they will be removed in the next 

annual review.  

Partners need to actively participate in the Solution Assessment Incentive Program in the current fiscal year to 

remain eligible to earn Solution Assessment incentives in the following fiscal year. This equates to at least one 

approved Solution Assessment incentive deal submitted into CHIP during the fiscal calendar.  

All new partners are onboarded through the local SAS in their area. The SAS will identify the partners to be 

onboarded based on the matching of skills and expertise in the partner company and the business needs of the 

subsidiaries supported by the SAS. Prior to starting the onboarding process, partners will need to discuss with 

the SAS the capabilities their company has for supporting Assessments in their localities.  

Partners currently not enrolled in the incentive program must meet the FY23 basic incentive requirements listed 

below to be considered eligible for Solution Assessment Incentive onboarding. 

Basic Requirements Details 

Active MPN 

membership 

Partners need to maintain an active MPN membership to be eligible for Solution Assessment 

incentives 

Registered in Partner 

Center 

All Solution Assessment partners must be registered and active in Partner Center to participate 

in the Solution Assessments program 

One Microsoft Silver or 

Gold MPN 

competency 

Partner Competency Status = (Active-Earned, Active Pre-Approved) 

• More Info: MPN Competency Status 

• Partners can inherit competency status from HQ location 

 

Eligibility Criteria Details 

Azure  

• Must be an Azure Expert MSP/Advanced Specialization/Microsoft Azure Migration and 

Modernization Program (AMMP) Partner to perform Azure Solution Area Assessments 

• Unless an exception is granted by Solution Assessment Area lead 

Modern Workplace 

Cloud Security 

• Preference given to Microsoft Modern Workplace and Security MCP Partners 

• Unless exception granted by Solution Area lead 

Business Applications 
• Preference given to Microsoft Business Applications MCP Partners 

• Unless exception granted by Solution Area lead 

Contract Optimization • Basic requirement required 

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/membership/competencies
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/membership/competencies
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-us/membership/competencies
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2.2 Onboarding & Account Setup 

Onboarding into the Solution Assessment program is managed by the local Solution Assessment Specialists 

(SAS). Currently, partners are required to provide an active MPN ID for the country in which they are looking to 

deliver Assessments. Microsoft has a bi-monthly onboarding cycle (1st & 15th) of each month to add partners 

to the program. On successful registration, you will receive an email acknowledgement from 

mailto:msftpc@microsoft.com.  

After you receive validation that you have been onboarded, you will need to set up an account for the 

following Microsoft systems: 

• Partner Center (PC) 

– Activation of the Solution Assessment incentive feature in PC occurs only after the partner completes 

enrollment into the program though your local SAS. 

• Channel Incentives Platform (CHIP)  

– Enrollment in the CHIP is required for participation in the incentive program. The partner will register their 

profile in Partner Center for payments in CHIP, including setting up a banking and tax profile. 

2.3 Loss of Eligibility & Termination 

In the event the partner breaches any terms of the MPN agreement, Microsoft may deny, suspend, or terminate 

the partner from the incentive. In addition, Microsoft may cancel or withhold incentive payments. Written 

notice will be provided to the partner prior to any decision to cancel or withhold payment. 

Partners who no longer meet eligibility or participation criteria during the eligibility review become “not 

eligible” to earn incentives, and will be paid as follows: 

Incentive Type Treatment 

Incentive Request 

• Validated incentive requests prior to loss of eligibility will remain active for the life of the 

incentive request 

• Partner ability to create new incentive requests will be removed upon loss of eligibility. If 

incentive requests were made after the loss of eligibility, those incentive requests will be 

declined by Microsoft 

2.4 Solution Assessment Specialist (SAS) assigns the incentive rate level 

If the SAS approves an incentive request, they will assign the incentive rate level before approving the request. 

The incentive level is based on the customer location, complexity of the opportunity, and whether the 

Assessment will be conducted remotely or on site by the partner. You can find the Incentive Rate table located 

on the Solution Assessment MPN Portal.  

mailto:msftpc@microsoft.com
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1A
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2.5 Assessment opportunity management and pipeline hygiene  

When you accept Microsoft funding for an Assessment, you’re required to keep the SAS informed regularly of 

the engagement progress, raising any concerns or issues to their attention. The partner is required to manage 

the opportunity in accordance with standard pipeline management practices. This may include: 

• Confirmation that the customer has signed the LOE and wants to proceed 

• Updates in Partner Center of completing checklist milestones to ensure it continues to move forward 

toward the planned completion date established in the LOE 

• Review of all required POE deliverables with the SAS and sales team for quality and completeness 

• Confirmation that the Final Assessment Report has been delivered to the customer, and all required POE 

deliverables have been received 

In some cases, if an Assessment misses’ milestones from the LOE, or fails to make timely progress toward the 

agreed completion date due to issues with the partner, the incentive approval may be withdrawn. Prior to 

doing so, the SAS will discuss any concerns with the partner to see if there is an opportunity for the partner to 

continue the required work to complete the Assessment.  

Note: If incentive approval is withdrawn, the partner will not be eligible for any compensation for a partial 

engagement. 

2.6 POE Review 

Upon successful completion of milestone 1 and 2 during the Assessment, the partner will provide the required 

POE in the SOW deliverables by uploading them to CHIP.  

POE validation will be performed by the POE Validation Team against the partner provided POE materials 

following submission to CHIP by the partner. POE submitted to Milestone 1 and Milestone 2 will be reviewed 

within 5 business days. Additional information or clarification may be requested as part of the POE validation 

review process for a submitted POE (e.g. clear customer acceptance in the LOE). These requests will be 

communicated via the comments field in CHIP for the engagement in question.  
Partners that show systemic failure on POE performance may result in a suspension of the partner’s 

participation in the program. All Assessments require POE for milestones 1 and 2.  
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3 Payment Calculation 
 

 

Using the defined fee schedules, the associated incentive fee will be calculated and processed, with payments 

being issued monthly. 

Opportunities must have all the following attributes to appear in this payment approval report: 

• Approved Solution Assessment incentive. 

• Solution Assessment Engagement Level local attribute. 

• “Opportunity Payment Certification” checkbox must be checked and submitted by POE Validation  

Team in CHIP. 

Rate level is set for the engagement at the time the incentive request is created in MSX. 

3.1 Timing & Cadence 

Payment will be made by Microsoft within 35 business days from the end of the month following POE 

Validation Team review and approval of Milestone 1 and Milestone 2.  

Example: Payment request created in March, will be executed by Microsoft on May 5th. 

 

Depending on the countries and banks involved, the partner’s bank may take an additional 5 – 20 days to 

reflect the disbursement in the partner’s bank account. 

Important note regarding taxes - The incentive the partner receives includes any applicable goods and 

services tax, value added tax, sales tax, gross receipts tax, or any other tax that is applicable because of the 

services the partner provides. It is solely the partner’s responsibility to pay all applicable taxes related to the 

incentives it receives. 

To comply with local regulatory requirements for some countries when applicable, Microsoft will hold incentive 

payments until a partner submits a tax invoice to Microsoft, which acts as an incentive claim. In such instances, 

partners are notified of invoice requirements at the time when the incentive payment is ready for disbursement. 

For partners that have missing portions of the required payment documentation, such as tax form, bank detail 

and/or invoice, Microsoft will continue attempting to make payment in the upcoming pay cycles in the next 

180 days after the initial payment run. After 180 days of the original expected payout date, if Microsoft still 

does not have the required payment documentation to process the payment, the incentive payment will be 

forfeited, subject to the laws in the partner’s country, and no further notification will be sent to the partner.  

Unless provided otherwise, the amounts Microsoft shall pay to partners are inclusive of all taxes.  
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4 Support and Escalations  
 

Microsoft has the following processes and resources in place for support and escalations of the Solution 

Assessment Incentive Program.  

4.1 Solution Assessment Partner Portal 

Information on the program, engagement types and supporting program documentation can be found on the 

MPN Partner site. 

4.2 Microsoft Contact 

Primary support for the program (e.g. program information, engagement management, incentive request 

approvals, etc.) is provided by your local SAS. 

4.3 Payment Questions & Escalation Path 

Support or escalations can be accessed through Microsoft Partner Network When the portal opens, select 

“Incentives” as your category or search “Solution Assessment” in the “Browse Topics” area. Payment issues in 

CHIP can be escalated to CHIP ops.  

4.4 Overpayment 

Overpayment may occur due to various reasons: calculation error, payment processing error, incorrect 

engagement type/level, POE not validated appropriately, etc. In the event of an overpayment, Microsoft will 

proceed with the recovery of an overpayment in accordance with the MCIA. 

Microsoft will generally attempt to recover overpayment by offsetting against future incentive payments 

earned. If for any reason such approach cannot be executed (e.g. partner is no longer participating in an 

incentive) Microsoft reserves the right to invoice partner for the overpaid amount directly. 

Alternative recovery options: 

• Partner may be offered an option to repay the overpaid amount directly to Microsoft. Such an option can 

be offered by the SAS if it is a partner preference to return the overpayment versus seeing adjustment to 

future earnings. The default recovery approach is an adjustment to future earnings. 

• Following receipt of a request from the partner, Microsoft may agree to spread out recovery of the 

overpayment across several earning periods but not exceeding 180 days in total. 

 

  

https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1A
https://nam06.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpartner.microsoft.com%2Fen-US%2Fsupport%2F%3Fstage%3D1&data=02%7C01%7CMildred.Webster%40microsoft.com%7Cda978e56cbf84d7b650c08d828da784b%7C72f988bf86f141af91ab2d7cd011db47%7C0%7C0%7C637304266105531999&sdata=6ML%2BM4EnFTDABynN1Woufb4Kqf8IxWa1UKhXAUErowM%3D&reserved=0
mailto:chipsops@microsoft.com
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5 Resources 
 

 

Leverage the resources below to learn more about Solution Assessments. 

The links within the appendices of this guide will assist you with the required systems, engagement 

deliverables, and pricing structure for the Solution Assessment Incentive Program. 

Resource Description URL  

Solution Assessment 

overview 

External website covering Solution Assessment basics with a focus 

on the customer value proposition 

Solution Assessment 

External site  

Solution Assessment 

Partner Portal & 

Resources 

Partner facing MPN site providing Solution Assessment Incentive 

Program support documentation: 

• Incentive Program Guide 

• Engagement levels & incentive rates 

• Incentive engagement types & SOWs 

• Partner templates and additional resources 

Solution Assessment 

MPN site  

Partner Center (PC) 
Partner facing CRM tool for registering Solution Assessment 

engagement opportunities 
Partner Center Help 

Channel Incentives 

Platform (CHIP) 

Partner facing tool to upload engagement POE and review payment 

status for approved opportunities 
CHIP 

Channel Incentives 

Platform Resources 

(CHIP) 

Partner Profile Setup: Bank and Tax Setup Details CHIP Guides & Process  

Solution Assessment 

POE Validation Team 
Questions on Assessment status in CHIP during validation process SAPOE@microsoft.com  

 

https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/solutionassessments
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/solutionassessments
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1A
https://partner.microsoft.com/en-US/licensing/solution-assessments#Navigated_Rich_Text_Node_1A
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/prepare-pmc-pc-migration
https://channelincentives.microsoft.com/
https://learn.microsoft.com/en-us/partner-center/chip-intro
mailto:SAPOE@microsoft.com

